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Abstract-Experimental measurements of electron cyclotron resonance heating
(ECRH) of a highly-ionized plasma in mirror geometry is compared to a two-
dimensional, time dependent Fokker-Planck simulation. Measurements of the
absorption strength of the electrons and of the energy confinement of the ions
helped to specify the parameters of the code. The electron energy distribution
is measured with an endloss analyzer and a target x-ray detector. These
characterize a non-Maxwellian distribution consisting of "passing" (10eV <
Te,,p < 30eV), "warm" (50eV < Te, < 300eV), and "hot" (1.2keV < T, <
4.OkeV) electron populations. The temperature and fractional densities of the
warm and hot populations depend upon the absorbed power and the total
density. A similar distribution is calculated with the simulation program which
reproduces the endloss and x-ray signals. Both the experimental measurements
and the simulation are described.
Key words: Electron cyclotron heating, Mirror experiments, Fokker-Planck
simulations.
1. Introduction
One of the most successful applications of the quasilinear theory of RF heating
has been the modeling of the velocity-space diffusion induced from ion-cyclotron
instabilities in mirror-confined plasma'. This theory describes the evolution of
velocity-space density due to a succession of resonances localized along a particle's
bounce orbit. For each pass through resonance, the particle receives a "kick" in
its velocity, Av. The "kicks" result in random motion along specific trajectories in
velocity-space provided that the magnitude of Av is sufficiently large to overlap ad-
jacent bounce resonances 2. The growth of the ion-cyclotron instabilities-described
by a WKB theory-is largely determined by the steepness of the velocity-space
gradient at the ion's loss boundary, and this gradient has been self-consistently
calculated with use of the bounce-averaged quasilinear equation3 4 .
The WKB/bounce-averaged quasilinear theory is equally well suited to the
analysis and design of microwave heating applied at the electron cyclotron fre-
quency. Fundamentally, this requires the generalization of the theory of electro-
static -ion-cyclotron heating to include electromagnetic waves, finite parallel index
of refraction (A1 ), and arbitrary polarization.5 ,6 Geometric optics is used to deter-
mine the wave parameters at resonance, and these parameters are used in a Fokker-
Planck simulation to determine the evolution of the electron velocity distribution.
The first example of this application was the set of ray-tracing and Fokker-Planck
calculations used to predict the steady-state parameters of the ECR heated, TMX-
Upgrade experiment7 .
Numerical calculations have also been performed in order to simulate the pulsed
electron cyclotron heating of M.I.T.'s Constance 2 mirror experiment.8 These cal-
culations are unique since (1) the effects of non-zero parallel index of refraction, N11,
were included, (2) the code simulated the rapid heating which occurred during the
short RF heating pulse (f ~ 15psec), and (3) the code matched the electron and
ion loss rates so as to self-consistently calculate the plasma's changing ambipolar
potential. The output of the program is the electron distribution function which is
then used to calculate the endloss current and the x-ray signals. These are directly
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compared to the experimental measurements. The results of the comparison are
summarized in this paper and provide experimental evidence supporting the predic-
tions of the electromagnetic quasilinear theory of cyclotron heating of electrons.
This article necessarily deals both with experimental and theoretical aspects
of electron cyclotron heating. The first half (Sections 2 and 3) emphasizes the
experimental observations and parameters of the heating observed in the Constance
2 experiment while the second half (Sections 4 and 5) emphasizes the theoretical
issues pertaining to the numerical simulation of the electron cyclotron heating.
Section 2 describes the Constance 2 experiment and presents relevant results of
preliminary investigations which determine (1) the dominant energy loss process of
the unheated plasma, (2) the average density and energy of the heated electrons by
using the interferometer, diamagnetic loop, and radial probe analysis, and (3) the
microwave absorption strength of the electrons. These steps not only introduce the
measurements used in Section 3 to characterize the heated electrons but also help to
determine parameters used in the simulation. The ion confinement measurements
revealed that the ions are cool (20eV -j T < 60eV) and "flow" through the mirror
at the ion thermal speed. This creates a large density at the mirror peaks which
in turn allows a large flux of cool electrons to enter the mirror region, lowering
the ambipolar potential, and decreasing the warm electron confinement. Radial
profiles of the ion saturation current collected by a probe and of the plasma's
magnetic field measured by a small magnetic loop determine the radius of the heated
electrons. These measurements also indicate large radial temperature gradients-
with a relatively cool core and a hotter edge. Finally, by comparing the rate
of rise and fall of diamagnetism during ECRH to the input power, the electrons
appeared to be strongly absorbing. This is consistent with ray tracing calculations8' 9
performed for the Constance 2 geometry (similar to those reported by Porkolab,
et. al.10) which indicated high parallel index of refraction (N - 2) and first pass
absorption.
In Section 3, measurements of the warm electron endloss temperature and
target x-ray signals are used to characterize the electron energy distribution over the
range of densities (0.1 X 10 1 2cm- 3 < (n)t0, < 10 2cm- 3 ) and energies ((nE)tt <
300 X 10 12eV cm- 3) studied in the experiment. This is compared to the equivalent
"measurements" from the simulation presented in Section 5. The code results
and the measurements are similar with the exception that the measured x-ray
temperatures are generally a factor of 2 to 4 times larger than that calculated by the
program. Uncertainties in the x-ray measurements due to the radial temperature
gradients and the axial resonant electric field profile due to strong microwave
absorption could account for the discrepancy. Section 5 also compares measured
and simulated examples of the time-development of the x-ray and endloss signals.
Of particular interest is the time history of the warm endloss current illustrating the
2
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decreased confinement of the magnetically-confined electrons during strong ECRH.
The enhanced losses could result from either (1) pitch-angle scattering of the mirror-
confined electrons into velocity-space regions strongly-connected by RF diffusion
to the loss-cone, or (2) parallel heating due to parametrically excited waves. The
first process was predicted by Lichtenberg and Melin 1 ' and described briefly in
terms of the bounce-averaged quasilinear equation in Section 9 of Bernstein and
Baxter5 . This is the "ECRH analog" of the previously mentioned enhanced ion
losses induced by ion-cyclotron instabilities. However, the ECRH effect measured
and simulated for this paper is much weaker than the ion losses which resulted
from direct RF diffusion into the ambipolar hole. Evidence for parallel heating was
observed in the absence of cyclotron resonance (ie. when the midplane cyclotron
frequency, weo, was higher than the microwave frequency, wrf), but it could not
be determined whether or not parametrically excited waves accompanied "normal"
cyclotron heating (ie. when wf > weo) and contributed to the measured current.8
Section 4 describes the use of the bounce-average quasilinear theory in devel-
oping the Fokker-Planck simulation. Here it is shown that RF heating induces
velocity-space currents with a direction determined solely by the microwave fre-
quency and independent of N11 and polarization-a fact which greatly simplifies
the simulation. An important result of this section is the description of the particle
and energy source which represents the flow through the loss boundaries. It is this
term which permits a time-dependent calculation. In Section 6, the conclusions
from the study are summarized. An appendix is attached describing the numerical
techniques used for the simulation.
2. The Constance 2 ECRH Experimert
The Constance 2 experiment was modeled after the earlier Constance 1 and PR-6
experiments 12,13 . The plasma is formed by a plasma gun at one end of a long, two
meter guide field. The plasma passes down the guide field and streams through the
mirror where a combination of collisional and RF diffusion (induced by injection
instabilities) traps some of the ions. By controlling the injection time, the density
in the mirror region can be increased beyond 5 X 10 12 cm- 3. At the end of the
injection, the plasma gun discharge is crow-barred and a fast rise-time divertor coil
is energized, isolating the guide-field plasma from the plasma in the mirror-region.
Typically, the injection lasts 150 to 400psec, and the decay time is between 60 and
120psec.
A schematic of the experiment is shown in Figure 1 which illustrates the
location of the mirror region, guide field, and the plasma gun. The main mirror and
guide-field magnets are outside the vacuum chamber; whereas, the divertor coil and
quadrapole stabilizing coils are located within the vacuum chamber. The mirror
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ratio is 2:1 and the quadrapoles are energized to produce line-averaged minimum-IBI
geometry although most mod-IBI surfaces did not close around the midplane.
Figure 1 also indicates the position of the endloss analyzer, x-ray target, and
diamagnetic loop. The endloss detector was the multi-gridded, large-angle accep-
tance type and was constructed according to the procedures given by Molvik14 .
The analyzer was positioned to examine the core plasma (within 1cm of the axis).
To insure that the microwaves would not enter the fan dump region and modify the
endloss energy distribution, a stainless-steel screen was placed at the mirror peak
(between the plasma and the endloss analyzer) for some of the endloss measure-
ments. The target x-ray detector consisted of four surface barrier detectors (SBD)
collimated to look through beryllium filters and operated as described by Petrasso,
et. al.15. Target analysis similar to that reported by Bergston, et. al.16 was
required due to the low density of the hot electrons and the short heating times
(,r-f - 15psec). The differential emission for target x-rays is given by dI/dE =
102Z(Eo-E), where E is in ergs, Z is the proton number of the target, and E0 is the
energy of the incident electron. The units of the equation are erg/(erg-sterradian)
per incident electron. A small (0.63cm) diameter stainless-steel ball supported on a
thin (0.2cm diameter) stainless rod was used as the target. The target was placed
at the edge of the plasma (about 4cm from the axis) and did not significantly
change the overall diamagnetism. One detector was used unfiltered, the remaining
three were used with either 1.2, 2.5, or 10.0 X 10- 3cm of beryllium. The detectors
have a photon sensitivity below 15keV and above either 0.2keV, 1.0keV, 2.0keV or
4.OkeV, depending upon the filter thickness. The ratio of the currents measured
with different filters is related to the hot electron temperature by roughly T,,Ih o
(E2 -E 2)/n(Ii/I 2), where Ei is the low energy filter threshold and i is the current
for the ith filter.
In addition to those diagnostics shown, the hot ion temperature was measured
with a three-channel charge-exchange analyzer and the density was measured with
a 60GHz interferometer. A small magnetic probe was used to estimate the radial
extent of the diamagnetic currents, a Langmuir probe measured the radial density
profile and the bulk electron temperature, and a floating potential probe was used to
measure ion-cyclotron instabilities and monitor the presence of hot electrons. All of
the data were digitized, stored, and processed with an interactive, data acquisition
system.
Finally, the two primary microwave launch geometries investigated in the
experiment and the location of the region lined with the microwave absorbers
(Section 2.3) are indicated in Figure 1. The microwaves were generated with a
magnetron-pulsed to produce a single, RF burst ( Tf ~ 15psec) during the decay
of the plasma. The power was absorbed.in the plasma at the resonance surfaces
(wf - we,) which were typically disks on either side of the midplane and generally
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extended across the entire diameter of the vacuum chamber. For the experiments
reported in this paper, the injected power was between 2 and 20kW. The microwaves
were fed into the chamber in either one of two orientations-each directed to the
mirror midplane but differing in the angle of the output waveguide to the magnetic
field. The launch angles were 10* and 450, and the open-ended guide was oriented to
maximize the coupling of the linearly polarized waveguide mode to the elliptically
polarized extra-ordinary mode. The open-ended waveguide illuminated the entire
resonance surface.
2.1. The Unheated Plasma
The ions determined the behavior of the unheated plasma. Typically, they
were cool and collisional, and the plasma energy and density decayed at a rate
proportional to to the ion thermal speed. Three measurements supported this
conclusion: (1) the ion endloss temperature indicated 20eV < Ti < 60eV, (2) the
axial profile of the ion density (as measured with an axially moving Langmuir probe)
was flat and unchanging during the decay of the plasma, and (3) the loss rate of the
diamagnetism and the line density scaled as the square root of the average energy.
The results of the last point are plotted in Figure 2. For mirror-confined ions, the
loss rate should scale as the ion-ion collision rate, or 1/rioss - T 3/ 2/n. Instead, the
ions behave roughly according to a model proposed by Baldwin, giving
riooss = r + rjilogio[R/(1 + /Tj)] (1)
whenever 0, the difference in the potential from the midplane to the mirror peak,
is greater than zero, and
+ [ + -11(2
riLoss = + rii[logio(R) ±-(2)/T / (2)
Vi low T 24/Ti + 1
when 4 < 0. R = 2 is the mirror ratio, L = 100cm is the distance between mirror
peaks, V . = (T + k)/mi is the ion flow velocity, and ri = 4.5 X 105T,'/n
is the ion-ion collision time. These equations were used in the simulation to model
the ion dynamics.
2.2. The Heated Plasma
A typical shot with microwave heating is shown in Figure 3. From the top of
the figure to the bottom, the line density, diamagnetism, and two of the four target
x-ray signals are shown for the 500psec data record. The solid line represents the
average of several consecutive shots and the dots represents the standard deviation.
The injection period and RF pulse were 150pAsec and 15psec, respectively, and
these intervals are shown on the graph. The signatures of the ECRH are the large
and rapid rise of the diamagnetism, the formation of the hot electrons observed by
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the target x-ray detector, and the appearance of "warm" electrons on the endloss
distribution. Examples of the endloss distribution-with and without ECRH-are
illustrated in Figure 4. These data are generated by rapidly sweeping the electron
repeller grid (typically < 7psec) , and plotting the collected current versus voltage.
Both the increase of the external or "passing" electron temperature (to - 20eV)
and the presence of the warm electrons are shown. These four diagnostics (Figures
3 and 4) constitute the available measurements of the electron energy distribution
described in Section 3.
Each shot is characterized by the amount of absorbed power and the average
energy and density. The absorbed power is estimated from the rate of rise (~
1/ri,,) and the rate of fall (- 1/rfau) of the diamagnetism when the ECRH is
turned-off according to the formula
Paba ( nTI)7rRL,(1/ri.,, + 1/rfall) (3)
where, in the above, the diamagnetic loop gives (nTi )7rR, and L, is the effective
length of the plasma. L, was assumed to be 60cm for the data presented in this
article, and the effects of the reduced confinement of the magnetically-confined
electrons while the RF is on (described in Section 5) were not included in these
estimates. For the case shown in Figure 3, microwave absorbers lined the chamber
walls and Pabs is about 25% of the incident 25kW power. Without the absorbers
present, multiple-pass heating occurs and as much as 100% absorption (calculated
with Equation 3) is observed.
To determine the average energy and density of the heated electrons, the radius
of the plasma and diamagnetic currents were measured with probes. Figure 5
presents these data which illustrate the radial profile of the ion saturation current
and the plasma's magnetic field. The magnetic signals are plotted so that diamag-
netism is positive and return flux is negative. Examples with and without heating
are shown. Without heating, the diamagnetism is due to the ions and the unheated
electrons; whereas, with the heating, only the change in the magnetic field which
results from the ECRH is plotted. Notice that when ECRH is applied, a small
rise in density (An ~ 0.1 X 1012cm~3 ) is observed at the plasma edge while the
radial extent of the diamagnetic currents (as indicated by the shift of the "zero
AB" radius) doubles. Using R, ~ 6cm, the average density and energy of the
example in Figure 3 are (n) - 0.3 X 1012 cm-3 and T ~ 110eV.
This complicated radial profile of the heated plasma (shown in Figure 4) is
emphasized here since it contributes to the uncertainty of the final results. The main
diagnostics of the energy distribution are localized measurements. The x-ray target
samples the hot edge plasma while the endloss detector maps to the core electrons.
The computer simulation, however, calculates only radially averaged quantities (or
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more precisely, the distribution along a single field line) and no attempt was made
to correct the data for the actual radial profiles.
2.3. Evidence for Strongly Absorbent Plasma.
In general, ECRH absorption is referred to as either strong, "first-pass" heating
or weaker, multi-pass or "cavity" heating. During cavity heating, a wide spectrum
of N11 exists and, if the holes of the cavity are small compared to the area of
the resonance surface, the resonant electric field strength increases until the input
power is absorbed. On the other hand, for strong first-pass absorption, the Nil
spectrum is limited and the resonant electric field strength significantly decreases
from the vacuum intensity due both to dielectric screening and damping. During
strong absorption, the right-handed, resonant electric-field strength is weak near
exact resonance and increases rapidly away from resonance and toward the antenna.
This tends to preferentially heat those electrons with the largest Doppler-shifted
resonance, and, as described in Section 5, this effect was included in the simulation
(although in an rather crude way).
For the Constance 2 plasma and for the 10* and 450 end launch geometries,
ray tracing predicts N11 - 2 and strong first pass absorption for that fraction
of the injected RF which is incident on the plasma (- 50%) and couples to the
right-handed, elliptically polarized waves (~ 50 - 70%)8 . The expected first-pass
absorption is roughly 25-35%. With reflecting walls, most of the remaining power
is expected to be absorbed through multiple-pass heating.
The experimental measurements are consistent with these predictions and
justify the strong absorption assumption which maintains the input power and
index of refraction constant while varying the electric field strength. The results
of heating are summarized in Figure 6, showing the fraction of absorbed power (as
calculated from Equation 3) as a function of. magnetic field. Two cases are shown:
(1) with "reflecting" walls (ie. the aluminium and stainless vacuum chamber),
and (2) with "absorbing" walls. For the second case, a thin Urethane-rubber,
resonant absorber (Emmerson-Cuming SF-U) lined over 80% of the mirror chamber
absorbing greater than 90% of the incident RF. As the magnetic field decreases,
the resonant zone moves toward the mirror peaks and the ECRH antennae. The
arrows in the bottom figure indicate the axial position of the antenna beyond which
little heating is expected.
3. Characterization of the Electron Energy Distribution
Three diagnostics are used to characterize the electron distribution function: (1) the
magnitude and decay rate of the diamagnetic signal, (2) the endloss distribution,
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and (3) the x-ray signals. The diamagnetic signal in Figure 3, for example, gives an
"(average" energy of - 110eV, and its rapid - 15psec decay rate demonstrates that
most of the observed energy rise is the result of "bulk" heating rather than preferen-
tial heating of a very hot electron tail. (For hot electrons, Te,hot - 300psecEe,%t
for a 10 1 2 cm- 3 plasma and with E,,hot is units of keV.) The diamagnetic and line
density signals are also used to calculate the range of plasma parameters over which
the simulation and experiment are compared.
The characteristic warm-electron endloss temperature, the x-ray intensity of
the surface barrier detectors are recorded as functions of line density and diamag-
netism. These results are plotted in Figure 7 and summarize the characteristics
of the non-Maxwellian electron energy distribution observed in this experiment.
Each point represents several consecutive shots which were averaged and processed
numerically, although each point does not necessarily appear on all four graphs. In
particluar, none of the x-ray and endloss measurements were taken simultaneously
so that the x-ray target would not perturb the endloss measurement. Notice that
for each graph, the data points are labeled according to their magnitudes and
approximate contours have been drawn to indicate their location on the density-
diamagnetism coordinate system. The obvious scatter of each magnitude group is
an indication of both shot-to-shot irreproducability and systematic errors during
data reduction. The motivation for presenting Figure 7 is that it allows direct
comparision to a similar plot calculated by the simulation (Figure 10).
Notice that Figure 7 is divided into four separate contour plots each graphed
over the same range of line density and diamagnetism. Assuming that the geometry
of the plasma does not vary significantly as the power and line-density changes,
these axes are roughly equivalent to the density and absorbed power. Figure 7a
shows the variation of the warm endloss temperature observed by sweeping the
electron repeller grid in the same manner used to obtain Figure 4. The hottest
endloss temperature naturally occurs at the higher powers and lower densities, and
the coldest occurs at the opposite extremes. Figure 7b shows the total intensity of
the x-ray signal as measured with the unfiltered surface barrier detector. The data
indicates a very strong dependence on power and density with a factor of ~ 30
observed between the largest and smallest signal. Finally, Figure 7c and 7d show
the ratio of the unfiltered SBD to that with a 0.012mm Be filter (- 1keV) and the
SBD signals with the 0.012mm filter to that with a 0.1mm filter (- 4keV). If the
electrons were Maxwellian, a ratio of 5 would correspond to 450eV and a ratio of 2
would correspond to 900eV. In Figure 7d, a ratio of 2 corresponds to 3.5keV and a




4.1. Bounce-Averaged Kinetic Equation
Fundamentally, the Fokker-Planck simulation performed for this study is based
on the concept of velocity-space currents. This is a powerful tool in understanding
the dynamics of mirror-confined plasma since the open field lines of the mirror
create sources or sinks of particles in velocity-space and since the wide range of
velocity and cyclotron frequency of the particles as they bounce or pass through the
mirror enable large regions of velocity-space to act under the influence of a single
wave. If the velocity-space distribution is expressed in terms of the unperturbed
orbits of the bouncing or passing particles, then, in the absence of RF or collisions,
velocity-space density is constant in time. On the other hand, when the effects of
RF or collisions are included, particles "move" in velocity-space with a direction
and magnitude defining the total velocity-space current, r',. The fact that RF and
collisions can be described by their generated currents merely represents the fact
that both processes conserve particles.
Notice that although the total number of particles, Nt, within a mirror region
is conserved during RF and collisions, the local density, n(s), is not. Since the orbit
of a particle in a mirror depends upon its pitch angle and energy, velocity-space
currents generate spatial currents which correspond to changes in n(s). Nt, changes
only from net particle flow to or from the mirror region to the external plasma.
To model the changes in Net, (and approximately those of n(s)), The dynamics
of the bounce-averaged distribution (written in this section as (F)) is derived. 4'5
This is defined in terms of the bounce-time, rB f ds/v 1 , as (F) = r- f dsF/vil.
Consider velocity-space represented by a particle's total energy per unit mass
(E = uB+ 1V +q0/m) and magnetic moment per unit mass (p = JoV/B). p is a
constant of the motion, and E is also constant provided the magnetic field, B(s), and
potential, 0(s), are independent of time. s is the coordinate along a field line and
vj and vI are the parallel and perpendicular velocities at s. Furthermore, assume
that the mirror is symmetric about so that the distribution, F(v) is independent
of the sign of vjj. Then, since the Jacobian, a(v1 , vll)/8(p, E) equals B/vjLvl, the
local density is J dEB
n(s) = dp F(p, E, s) (4)
and the total number of particles is
Ntot = AoBo dsn(s)/B(s)




where AOBO is the magnetic flux through the diameter of the plasma at the midplane,
and the order of integration is interchanged allowing integration only over particles
accessible at s with v2 Z 0. Now, as seen by Equation 5, if rB is independent of
time, dNt~t/dt - f dpdErBd(F)/dt, and if d(F)/dt is expressed in terms of A- and
E-directed "velocity-space" currents then particle conserving processes are correctly
modeled18 .
To calculate these p- and E-directed currents, the local Boltzman equation is
integrated axially. For fixed y, E, and s, the local equation is
aF aF
=t -(v. r,) (6)
where the term in angle brackets ... )) is the local divergence of the velocity-
space currents, r,, averaged over gyrophase and a volume of space and time small
compared to the "microscopic" times and distances of interest but long compared
to the applied and thermal fluctuations. Re-writing the divergence in (p, E)-
coordinates by the usual rule for changing variables gives
_F 8F 81 I v *r.)a -(v (7)
jt = V1 S aU V11 B - v11k j
Integrating Equation 7 by f ds/vj gives the equation for the axially-averaged dis-
tribution
1 F=-AF- r (8)




AF = 2[F+(s = 1/2) - F-(s = 1/2)]
To obtain Equation 8, the orbit-average of Fa(1/vl|)/t at constant (p, E) was
shown to vanish since B and 4 are constant in time.
In Equation 8, AF is an important term. It represents the net flux of particles
passing into the mirror region from the mirror peaks (at s = ±1/2) and can be
considered to be the axial "boundary condition" along each passing orbit resulting
from the s-integration. For the trapped particles, AF vanishes since the distribution
for positive and negative going particles are equal. The factor of two results from
the assumption of axial symmetry. This term was also used by Berk and Stewart3
to calculate the density of passing particles produced from RF-enhanced diffusion
into the loss-cone due to ion microinstabilities.
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Notice that all of the particles and power which flow into or out of a mirror
region are contained in this term. Using Equations 5 and 8, the particle and energy
loss rate of the electrons are
aNtt = AoBoJ dydEAF (10)at
at = A B dydE (EAF - rE) (11)
The terms proportional to AF represent the flow of particles or energy to and from
the external plasma and provide a means to couple axially adjacent regions. As
will be explained in Section 5, the explicit loss terms contained in Equation 10 are
essential to the time-dependent calculation of the potential, O(t).
Although Equations 8 through 11 correctly describe the averaged electron
dynamics, they are not closed. The simulation calculates the dynamics of (F) but
not F(s = ±L/2)-which is needed to calculate AF. An additional approximation
is needed which expresses the "outgoing" distribution at s = ±L/2 in terms of
the bounce-averaged distribution, (F). The "incoming" distribution is assumed
to be a Maxwellian of fixed temperature. The bounce-averaged approximation
simply implies that the distribution is independent of s along an orbit. But, for
the Constance 2 experiment-with cold initial temperatures and rapid ECRH, the
bounce-time can be of the same order or longer than the collision or heating times.
This permits axial variations of F(s) during transients lasting a few bounce-times.
These transients are ignored in the treatment of this paper.
4.2. RF-Induced Velocity-Space Currents
The expression for the RF-induced velocity-space current can be easily derived
from the expression for the local current, r,,,. After expanding in terms of the
cyclotron harmonics and averaging over gyrophase, the ith velocity component of
the current is
= - q2 M i|EjE'IJ' Re{n;-1}Mm'F' (12)V~f nM 2  n 8vmn
which is written in the notation used in Mauel6 . The Lorentz acceleration is
(q/m)MiEi with
Mi= 6t(1 - - -N)+ Nt- (13)
c c
N = kc/w is the index of refraction. The argument of the Bessel function, Jn, is
k_2/L.Iwe. Re{1;- 1} is the real part of the local resonance function'' 6
n;;~dt'exp(- f0 vdt") (14)
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where v, is the Doppler-shifted beat frequency of the RF with the nth harmonic of
a particle's cyclQtron motion, and it is defined by va(t) _ w -nw,(t)-k1v 11 (t). The
resonance function represents the dynamics of the wave-particle interaction-the
imaginary part tepresenting the reactive energy which "sloshes" between the field
and particles, and the real part representing the resistive power transfer. Implied
by the definition in Equation 14 was the assumption that (1) Re{f;-1} is sharply
peaked at localized resonances (ic. when Vn(t) -: 0), and (2) the peak interaction
is energetic enough that the particles decorrelate with the waves on each successive
pass through resonance. If the second condition were not satisfied, lower limit of
the orbit integral in the resonance function would have to include several complete
bounce periods, resulting in superadiabaticity or bounce-resonance heating. Instead,
the contribution of the lower limit can be assumed to be random and ignored.
Equation 12 can be simplified if the velocities are represented by a com-
plex right-handed, left-handed, and b-directed basis. In this case and after gyro-
averaging, v = (V, vI, V1)= (\YP64,n_1, x/ i76n,n+1, v11) where 6nn11 acts to raise
or lower the order of one of the Bessel functions shown in Equation. By using the
identities below (the last being valid only at resonance),
= vi (15)
N'Lv'1/c = (kjv§I /w)(n,n+1 + '5,n-1) = nwc/w
it follows that v' = (nwe/w)vj and v' Mi = (N1 v1 /c)vj. Then, using Equations
9 and 12, the axially-averaged currents become
r'f = -vivi J |E'Ei JRe{fl- 1} O (16)
M nax
rE (17)
r. = fds I nwcr (8
vu B w
where the operator, a/ax (1Bre.)A/pa + alaE (for n # 0) and a/ax =_ aaE
(for n = 0), defines the RF diffusion paths. Notice that the general quasilinear
equation for RF heating in a mirror can be written as a parabolic equation
ax - - (19)at rf l ax ax
where Drf contains information of the RF polarization (through |IEEil), index
of refraction (N), and wave-particle dynamics (through Re{f;-1}), and where the
diffusion paths, a/ax, depend only upon the harmonic and the wave frequency (and
independent of N11). For cyclotron heating (ie. n =, 0), the particle's trajectory in
velocity-space follows characteristics which correspond to a "kick" in perpendicular
velocity (Av = AvI) in the local frame where B = Bes. When N11 :Z 0, both
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a perpendicular and parallel "kick" is received (Av = Av 1 + Avl1), but, in this
case, the resonance is Doppler-shifted by exactly the right amount such that the
trajectory is in the same direction as it would have been if Nil had been zero. This
has been called longitudinal cooling by Busnardo-Neto,' et. al." who derived the
same conclusion by other arguments. Finally, notice that for waves which Landau
damp (ie. parallel heating with n = 0), I' = 0, reflecting the invariance of y.
Needless to say the simplicity of the diffusion paths greatly simplifies the Fokker-
Planck simulation.
The bounce-average contained in Equations 17 and 18 remains to be calculated.
Since the diffusion paths, velocities, and electric field, IE tEil, have already been
expressed by their values at resonance (ie. when v(s) = 0), by already assuming the
strong localized resonances, the axial average can be easily estimated by integrating
solely over the resonance function, Re{fl-'}. These stationary phase integrals have
been evaluated 4' 5'6 and the result is
2 Re{;- = rff,1 (20)
where r-2,l -v'/21. V, = -n(dc/ds)vl1 -k 11 dvI/dt is the derivative of v, along
a particles orbit, and all quantities are evaluated at vn(s) = 0. When the particle
turns near resonance or when resonant at the midplane, v'n -- 0, and the next order
expansion must be used. In this case,
J Re{f;~'} = (27rrcff,2)2Ai2(Vnreff, 2) (21)
where Ai(x) is the Airy function and, in this case, r-3, = v"/2 = -n(dwc/ds)
dvil/dt - n(d2w/ds2 )v + wbv 1 . The local "bounce-frequency" is defined as wB(82/aS 2) (pB + qk/m). For computational purposes, the electron orbits were
assumed to be elliptical in phase-space (v2(s) + w2 S2 = vj(s = 0)), which allowed
rTff to be determined analytically.
4.3. Cyclotron Heating in Constance 2
As explained previously, the validity of the bounce-averaged quasilinear theory
places bounds on the strength of the resonant interaction, or equivalently, the
diffusion coefficient, Df. The field must be weak enough to justify the use of the
unperturbed orbits during bounce-averaging while large enough to overlap adjacent
bounce-resonances. For a typical particle (with vol,re. # 0 and Rre = Wrf/WcO






where X = E + pB,,, and |ErI is in units of V/cm and T, in eV. When og,,,, -+ 0,
Equation 21 determines reff and AX/X increases by (w/wB)1/6 - 4.5. The bounce-
resonance overlap and linearity conditions gives
1 > W - ~ 10- 4(Te/50eV) 1/2  (23)
X W
For the Constance 2 ECRH experiment, 1.5 < E,(V/cm) < 20 so that super-
adiabaticity should not be significant for any of the data reported here. On the other
hand, the low energy electrons are non-linear. These large, non-linear "kicks" of the
low energy electrons are not represented by the quasilinear simulation although it is
unlikely that these non-linearities produce serious errors in the final results. This is
because the formalism expressed by Equations 7,9, and 10 explicitly conserve par-
ticles and energy, and the non-linear currents follow the same trajectories given by
equations 17 and 18. In general, error may occur on velocity-space scales finer than
AX (which for the highest powers and lowest densities equal - 200eV). However,
this requires a strong particle source or sink (which is not expected in Constance) in
order to maintain the sharp velocity-space gradients against the "flattening" action
of the ECRH.
Finally, it is important to comment on the relative strength of the ECRH
diffusion as compared to collisional diffusion. (In the Appendix, Equation A3 shows
the collisional currents.) Since r,.f increases as v 2 and re.1 decreases as v-1, at high
velocities, Ff can exceed r',,,. In steady-state, V, .(P,+f re) ~ AF, so that when
rf > rco, Vv -rf ~P AF, and the distribution is approximately determined by
the RF characteristics5 . For RE characteristics which map into the empty passing
region, Pf represents enhanced losses. For characteristics which map into the
filled passing region, ,7 f contributes to RF trapping. In this way, RF changes the
spectrum of the loss flux while the variation of the potential insures that the total
electron loss rate always equals the ion loss rate.
To estimate Frf/Pr~, the p-directed currents near the loss-boundary are ex-
amined. For high velocities (v > vth), PoL is dominated by pitch-angle scattering
from electrons and ions. Using Equations 9 and A3 and expanding the Rosenbluth
potentials in the high-velocity limit (see, for example, Miner, et. al.21 ), gives
Fds
PrcoL ~ -vcoso re,,01 (24)
where the pitch-angle current is re = -(1/r,)(Vth/V) 3 8F/80 and where r;
87re 4Xn/m'vth. Equation 24 can be written as
f ds 1 (/)3 8FB ree p (25)
L 1 (25)
~Vt -




by integrating over a square-well. Equations 16, 18, and 20 give the RF current
-
21 F ds
,f= -p -- IE J -Re{0;-1}
X VII (26)
=- E 2 2rLry
M 8X WVfgjre,
where n = 1, kj = 0, and (1/w)dwe/ds = 1/Lr,. If it is further assumed that, near
the loss boundary, aF/aX (1/Bea,)aF/8ai, then the relatively simple formula is
obtained
S 2 E2 Lr, ( v 27r 1 (27)
r,,COI M2 LR th vI j gV119re,
Notice that for particles near a loss-cone of mirror-ratio, R, v /v = (R - 1)/R
and vj,,.,/v = (R - Rres)/R, simplifying Equation 27 further.
A more useful form of the current ratio can be written by expressing E 21 in
terms of the absorbed power, P,f. Using Equation 11,
Prf = Ao J dydEBome rEP (28)
Assuming that the distribution can be approximated by a Maxwellian (F(Ip, E) =
(4ne/v3 4Fvj)exp(-2E/v2 )) and using Equation 20 throughout the resonance region
in velocity-space, permits straight forward integration. The result is
Pf = nV 27r Les q2|E2 (29)W LRres m
where V = AOL is the plasma volumn. Thus, Equation 27 becomes
ru~rf .- P ri, 1 v R (0_ _ - - - 30)
P yt 1 V nT 4 Vth (R - Res)(R - 1)
For R,,, = 1.2, T = 100eV, n = 5 X 101JM--3, P,,,f/p,,a (P/17kW)(v/vth),
so that, for the higher power levels typical of Constance 2, endloss enhancements of
the warm magnetically-confined electrons by factors greater than two are expected.
5. Numerical Simulation of ECRH
5.1. Brief Description of the Simulation
The time-dependent Fokker-Planck simulation performs three tasks: (1) com-
putes self-consistently the time development of the potential, (2) solves the non-




velocity distribution, and (3) diagnoses the distribution to allow comparison with
experiment. All.three of these tasks are realized by first expressing the distribution
function on a spherical grid in velocity-space (ie. (v,O)) and then isolating the
particle-conserving velocity-space currents from the axial loss terms. The last step
enables numerical calculation of the net loss rate, dne/dt, as a function of the time
and potential, 4, which in trun allows the potential to be advanced in time.
The primary approximation and simplification in the simulation resulted when
bounce-averaging the currents in Equation 9. Square magnetic and potential wells
represented the actual mirror trap when averaging the collisional currents while
for the cyclotron currents parabolic wells were assumed. For both well types, the
simple orbits permits closed-form averaging. In addition, in a square-well, vjj is
proportional to the longitudinal invariant, J = f ds/vjj which is conserved as 4
varies in time. Since vI is constant if B doesn't change, the distribution represented
on any velocity-space grid is constant in a square-well. The neglect of full bounce-
averaging creates errors resulting from the axial variations of Ta(s) and 4(s). Since
the density is roughly constant along the axis, probably the most significant errors
electron-electron drag from the hot electrons and RF trapping by ECRH.
Expressing Equation 8 in spherical coordinates gives
Sds 1 a 2  1 aF = AF - -- v TE - 5{B, - sin oIE} (31)8t vv 8v v2 sin~cosO ao
where r., T,, are given by Equation 9. Then, by bounce-averaging over a square-
well,
8F AF 1 a 2 1 
--= s + - y-vr, - -- sin(32)
at TB V2 v vsine ae
where
r. = cose|- (33)
L
1
ro = (Br. - sin2 GrE) (34)
LsinG
and S represents other explicit sources which for this simulation model the ioniza-
tion of a fixed background density of hydrogen atoms.
Equation 25 has the required property of a well-defined particle source and
sink. Since ionization adds equally to the proton and electron density, the potential
is found from the solution to
aNtot = Ao d3vAF





with T,,lo,, given by Equations 1 and 2, and At equal to the finite time step
in the numerical solution. The last term was generally small and was included
to control the inevitable numerical errors which result from the finite-difference
solution. Notice that both T,,Lo,. and AF depend upon q.
Having obtained the distribution function, the diagnostics are computed easily.
Ignoring transit time effects, the endloss distribution is the current density at the
midplane mapped back to endloss analyzer. The endloss distribution is then the
integral over the passing region of
I(E) = JE+ d3 vv1F (36)
and the target x-ray signals are determined by
/** C* 1ISBD,i~ dEci(E) J d'vF(v)( mev2- E) (37)
where o' is the sensitivity of the detector and filter.
Further details of the numerical procedure are given in the appendix.
5.2. Comparison of simulation with experiment.
An example of the results of the ECRH simulation is shown in Figures 8 and
9. 10kW of RF power with N11 ~ 2.0 was applied for 15psec to a plasma with
n = 0.5 X 10 12 cm- 3 and Re, = 1.1. The temperature of the external plasma
was fixed at 15eV, and the external density was set equal to 75% of the midplane
density. The ion temperature was 40eV-typical of Constance parameters. Figure
8 shows the computed diamagnetism, potential, resonant electric field strength, and
the four target x-ray signals. The average energy increased to 200eV which was
stored for the most part in the "warm" electrons making up the majority of the
trapped particles. The potential decreased to -4eV with respect to the mirror peaks
decreasing the trapping rate of the passing electrons and increasing the loss rate of
the trapped electrons. At all times, the total ion and electron loss rates were equal.
The peak electric field strength, lE,| increased from 7.5V/cm to 9.5V/cm to
maintain a constant 10kW absorbed power. This is much lower than the vacuum
field strength of 150V/cm due to damping and dielectric screening. The electric
field was not constant for all particles. The wave intensity decays as it propagates
across the resonant zone, and this effect was roughly modeled by defining IE,2(8)I -
exp(-(s - so)/) where so is the location of the Doppler-shifted resonance of 1keV
electrons and I = 2cm. This effect tends to heat the hotter particles more than if
E,(s) were uniform. The method is approximate since so and I are unknown.
Figure 9 shows the time-development of the electron distribution. Four contour
plots are shown where each contour represents one order of magnitude in velocity-
space density. For this example, Re. = 1.1 and the velocity-space distorts at high
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energies along the ECRH diffusion paths. The "effective loss boundary" resulting
from characteristics which pass into the loss cone is evident from Figures 9c and
9d.
Nine similar examples were calculated by varying only the initial density and
the absorbed power. These spanned three density values and three power values.
Contour plots were then drawn which are similar to those drawn to summarize the
experimental data for the endloss and x-ray data. Figure 10 shows this plot which
can be compared directly to Figure 7.
First, notice that the measured and computed endloss contours are very similar.
The major difference occurs at the high powers and low densities where the measured
values are found to be slightly higher. The increase in the passing (or external)
electron temperature-which was not modeled in the simulation-can account for
the difference. A computer run with higher external temperature supports this
conclusion.
Examine next Figures 10b and 7b which plot the contours of total x-ray
intensity measured from the unfiltered SBD. In the simulation, the x-ray signal is
much more sensitive to variations in either the power or density than that measured
experimentally. The large discrepancy is believed to be the result of the x-rays
emitted from the rod which holds the target as it passes through the lower density
edge plasma, instead of any model inaccuracies. This explanation was consistent
with floating-probe measurements which indicated denser hot electrons at the edge
than in the core during high density discharges.
Figures 10c and 10d show the same two ratios of the SBD's as shown in Figures
7c and 7d. Here, reasonable agreement between the simulated and measured ratios
is found although the measured temperatures are as much as a factor of two times
hotter than those simulated. The x-rays from the edge plasma may contribute to
this error-and undoubtably contributes to the error at high densities. However,
at low density, the target is known to be in the region of highest emission so that
this "edge effect" can not explain the difference. Instead, the higher experimental
temperatures may result from the strong absorption of the microwaves and the
high index of refraction. If, for example, the calculation shown in Figure 8 is
repeated with Nil increased to 4 and the axial position at which lEr begins to
decay is increased from the 1keV to the 4keV Doppler resonance, then the x-ray
temperature doubles and the total intensity increases by a factor of three. The SBD
ratios change from 3.8 to 2.1 for the low energy ratio and from 4.5 to 2.3 for the high
energy ratio-producing numbers more in line with experimental measurements.
This suggests that preferential heating of the hotter electrons due to their greater




Finally, since the code is time-dependent, it's interesting to compare the measu-
ed and calculated time-behavior of the x-ray and warm endloss signals. Figure 11
shows an example of ECRH heating at 10kW for n ~ 0.2 X 10"cm- 3 . Both
the ratio of the SBDs and the unfiltered intensity are normalized so that the
more linear slope of the experimental signal indicates a slower buildup rate than
calculated. Especially early in the pulse, the measured temperature was hotter than
that calculated.
In Figure 12, the measured (top) and simulated (bottom) warm endloss signals
are shown for three density values, 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0X10 12 cm- 3 at 10kW absorbed
power. (The experimental densities were estimated from the line-density and the
radial profiles shown in Figure 5.) "Warm" endloss current refers, in this case, to
the integral of the current greater than 100eV. The reasons for the fluctuations of
the experimental signals were not determined. In this example, the experimental
signals rose more quickly than the calculated signals. However, the rapid decrease
of the endloss current after the ECRH is switched off is common to both experiment
and simulation at low densities and high powers. This rapid decrease (indicated by
the small arrow in Figure 12) is evidence of the ECRH enhanced losses described by
Lichtenberg and Melin14 . Since the total endloss must be equal to the ion loss rate,
the reduction of the high-energy (E > 100eV) endloss corresponds to an increase in
the current at lower energies. The "shift" in the endloss spectrum occurs suddenly,
as ',f vanishes. Other examples were observed experimentally, some with endloss
currents during ECRH as much as 4 times larger than that occurring immediately
after ECRH. The enhancement was observed to increase with power and R,. and
decrease rapidly with density8 . This was the same scaling as given by Equation
30 which was reproduced approximately by the simulation. For example, in the
simulation with 20kW and ne = 2 X 10 11cm- 3 , the ratio of the endloss before the
ECRH was switched-off to the endloss 5pjsec afterwards was 5. It must be pointed
out, however, that it could not be determined that the large enhancement of the
endloss was attributed solely to ECRH diffusion. As described in more detail in
Mauel8 , parallel heating was observed at high powers and when Res = Wrf/WcO <
1, suggesting heating by slow waves, parametrically excited. Parallel heating was
distinguished from the usual perpendicular heating by the absence of x-rays and
diamagnetism. When R,,, > 1, the parallel heating may persist and contribute to
the high endloss with RF, although the degree to which this occurred is unknown.
Nevertheless, the fact that the warm endloss current rapidly decreased as the RF
was turned off was unmistakable.
6. Concluding Comments
An experimental and numerical analysis .of the short, 15psec, electron cyclotron
heating pulse applied to Constance 2 mirror experiment is reported. The confinement
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scaling of the ions and the average behavior of the heated electrons were determined
in order to correctly formulate the time-dependent Fokker-Planck simulation. The
plasma was observed to be strongly absorbing, implying that N11 and Pq are fixed
and that |E 2 decays from the high magnetic-field regions as the waves propagate
into the resonance zone.
The details of the bounce-averaged quasilinear theory were briefly reviewed
and the origin of the transit-time source/sink term, AF, was derived. This allowed
a convenient way to advance the potential numerically.
The major results of the comparison between the experiment and the simula-
tion are summarized in Figures 7 and 10. These contour plots compare the endloss
and x-ray signals which make up the available diagnostics of the electron energy
distribution. The endloss signal illustrates the cold passing particles and the warm
trapped particles, while the target x-rays diagnose the buildup of the hot electrons.
Qualitative agreement and some quantitative agreement between the simulation
and experiment was observed-especially when reproducing the warm endloss tem-
perature. The most significant disagreement was found between measured and cal-
culated x-ray intensities. This difference probably resulted from errors of the target
analysis. The hottest electron temperatures measured in the experiment were as
much as a factor of 2 larger than those predicted by the simulation. It is suggested
that the preferential heating of electrons with large Doppler-shifted resonances may
be responsible for the difference. This explanation is consistent with the observation
of strong ECRH absorption. .
The time-dependences of the x-ray and endloss signals are also reproduced
qualitatively by the simulation. In particular, at low densities and high power, a
rapid reduction of the endloss signal is observed when the RF is switched off. This
is likely to be the result of the rapid change of the endloss energy spectrum as r,
vanishes.
Although reasonable agreement between the experiment and the simulation
were found, measurements of the electron energy distribution during the short
microwave burst were difficult. The limitations of the target x-ray analysis and the
complexity of the radial density and diamagnetic profiles contributed to uncertainty
in this comparison. Future Constance experiments have begun which will repeat
and expand these measurements for quasi-steady state ECRH discharges. It is
hoped that in these experiments a more systematic numerical and experimental
comparison will be possible.
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Appendix
This appendix describes with more detail the numerical technique used to solve the
two-dimensional partial differential equation (Equation 32) given by
8F AF I a 2  1 a
-v=S+ 2 v r- -sinore (Al)atrB V2 gosing ao
The RF-currents are given by Equations 17, 18, 29, and 30, or
r, = icosoIrE
BL= L ~ (A2)
re = -- (1/R,.e., - sins
sine L
For the collisional currents, the form used by Cutler, et. al.20 is used with
M 0  8H r.. 82G 8F 1 82G 8G 8F
me 5-V 2 -5V-2 -5- + g j(YVg - g -50)5-
(A)
Me 1 8H rec 1 18 2G + G 8F 1 8 2G 8F
Te =Fea( - ) [ ( +--)- - --
me v 80 2 v9 v8 2  Tv8 v 808 v
where Pea = 47ree.2X,,/m2. H and G are the Rosenbluth potentials which are
approximated by a truncated expansion of spherical harmonics. 20 The first seven,
even polynomials were used. For electron-ion collisions (a = i), G and H were
assumed to be spherically symetric and representative of a Maxwellian of a fixed
temperature.
Following the remarks made in Miner, et. al.21, Equation Al is transcribed
into a finite-difference equation which represents the dynamics of F on a matrix
of cells, Fij, in the (v,0)-coordinate system. i is the velocity index and j is the 0
index. Since the velocity-space currents can always be written as a sum of terms
proportional either to F, 8F/v, or aF/8a, Equation A3 can be written in the
general form
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aF =S+Fext F 1 a aF aF
- +-B sinoav (B1F+B2av Ba)
1 a 8F aF
v2sinO ae(C1F + C2 To +Ca
with Bi and Ci found in terms of the original v- and 0-directed currents.
The goal of the differencing technique is to explicitly preserve the particle-
conserving property of the divergence. This is insured by calculating the current
which crosses the boundaries of each cell. Defining r,,+1/2, as the flux which
exits the "top" of the (i, j)th cell, and, defining PO,i,+1/2 as the "side", Equation
A4 becomes
aFjj F,,t F 1 (r,+ 1 /2 , -
at + rb TB 2inO Avi (A5)




,,i+1/2j= -(Bl,i+ij + B1,ij)(Fi+i,, + Fj)
4
+ 1(B 2,i+ij + B 2,ij) Av+2AV
+ I(B3,i+l + Ba,id)(F±i,,+j + Fid,+ - Fi+is-l - Fj_1)
and
1
ro,ij+1/2 = -(C1 ,ij+1 + C1,ij)(F,+I + Fij)
+1 (C,~~ 2i)Fid+1 - Fij
+ (Cj + 1 C2,-jj 1- d)j1
+ - (C3,i,+ + C3,i)(Fi+i,+I + Fi+ij - F(M)i+ -8Av (AG)
Av and AO are the widths of the cell, and Av+ is equal to vi+1,, - vij.
Equation A5 is now solved by separating the v- and 0-directed divergences into
two tri-diagonal matrix equations which are solved sequentially. These are
6t AFi 2 + (1 + 6tB,)F t /2 + 6tCFij 2 = (F, + 6tW,)
(38)





1A= 2=2 v-inO [(B 1, + B1,3 1)/2 - (B2 ,i + B2,i-1 )/AV-]
1 1Bj =r +2v 2 AVSif[(B1,i+1 - Bjj_1)/2
- (B2,i+i + B2,i)/AV+ - (B2,i + B2,i- 1)/Av-]
1V= (39)
C ~2 1 fsino[(B1,i+1 + B1,j)/2 + (B2,i+l + B2,i)/Av+]v 2IAvsinG
W, = 0.5(S + Fcxt/m)
B3 i+3+B+1 + B, Ft+6t/2 Ft+6t/2
8v2Avs (Fi,+i+ + Fij+1 - i+j-1 i,3-
B 3,i + B3,i-1  t + t+6t/2 t+6t/2
- 8026y~~inggg(Fjj+j + F1-1j+l - Ftg1-F_418v2AvsinOAs(,,+ F~..i, i F,. 1 - i-1,j-1j
Analogous formula are used for A6, Be, Ce, and WO. At the boundaries (when v -+ 0
or Vmax, or when 0 - 0 or ir/2), r. and Pr are zero, and this is reflected easily
by modifying the definitions of A, B, C, and W. The tri-diagonal matrix is then
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Figure 1. A schematic of the Constance 2 experiment showing the magnets, vacuum
chamber, and electron diagnostics (top). The axial magnetic field, potential, and
density profiles are those assumed for this analysis.
Figure 2. The ion confinement time measured with the diamagnetic loop. The solid
line scales as 1/Vthi. As the density decreases, the plasma confinement begins to
increase with Vthi along the dotted line.
Figure 3. An example of a typical shot with ECRH heating. The large increase in
diamagnetism and hot electron signals as measured with the target x-ray detectors
are characteristic.
Figure 4. Examples of the electron endloss signals with and without electron
cyclotron heating. Notice (1) the increased "cold" electron temperature from 9ev
to 22ev, and (2) the formation of the "warm" endloss current Tewam - 65ev. The
scales are linear.
Figure 5. The diamagnetic (top) and density (bottom) profiles with and without
ECRH heating. With ECRH, the hot edge plasma is indicated by the increased
diamagnetism at the edge of the plasma. The increase in plasma density is at-
tributed to ionization and the flow of cold ions from the endwalls.
Figure 6. The ratio of the absorbed power to the injected power with (top) and
without (bottom) the microwave absorbing liner. The two curves represent the 10*
and 45* launch geometries.
Figure 7. Contours of the warm endloss temperature (a), total x-ray intensity (b),
the ratio of the 0.2kev SBD to the 1.Okev SBD (c), and the ratio of the 1.0kev filtered
SBD to the 4.Okev SBD signal (d). The scales are the same for all plots-indicating
the changing electron parameters as the RF power and total density was changed.
Figure 8. An example of the numerical simulation of the ECRH showing the
diamagnetism, potential, electric field intensity, and target x-ray signals. The target
x-ray intensities are labeled from "0" to "3" corresponding to 0.5kev to 4.Okev.
Figure 9. An example of the development of the electron velocity distribution
during and after ECRH. Shown are four times: (a) at the start of the ECRH, (b)
after 5.0psec, (c) at the end of the 15psec RF pulse, and (d) 5.0psec after the
ECRH was turned off.
Figure 10. Contour plots of the endloss temperature and x-ray signals calculated
from the simulation. This plot can be compared to Figure 7. Notice the similarity
between the endloss temperatures, and the disagreement in the scaling of the x-ray
intensity over the range of densities and powers analyzed.
Figure 11. Actual and simulated x-ray signals verses time during the ECRH pulse.
25
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Figure 12. Measured (a) and simulated (b) time history of the warm endloss current
with greater than 100ev. An arrow is placed to indicate the sharp drop in current
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